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V-RAID's user-friendly software interface makes it easy to set up and manage disk arrays.n VIA Vinyl Multichannel Audio
Suite: rich and warm sound. Individual settings for each of the 8 channels. Play audio. NVSE 2.0-enabled NVIDIAÂ®
PureVideoâ„¢ delivers natural sound that is equally comfortable for listening in silence or when surrounded by a wide range of
sound sources such as a TV, home audio, car or public stereo. Modern and convenient user interface. â˜… Audio BlasterÂ®
Clever PCU v.3.0 is one of the simplest, lightest and most functional interfaces for AudioBlaster. With it, you can fully control
all functions, view the library and, very importantly, save / mount projects in Full HD video format, which will always come in
handy in the process of working on projects. n VIA SassXÂ® uses the latest Volume Tweaker tool to adjust the volume to suit
your dynamic range. n Sass Architecture V-Ray EX is a complete solution that can be used to build any project from the VREALÂ® and V-PIREÂ® stacks according to your requirements. n X Factor Pro is a reliable and simple solution that delivers
high performance for high-definition video streaming. Use the available function to generate private VPEG streams. To create
private streams, a special Universal Video Converter program is used, and you do not need any additional plug-ins and utilities.
n NetDrawÂ® captures monitor video easily and efficiently. n AviaCamera is a video recorder that allows you to shoot truly
high-quality video in MOVÂ® format. The device supports SD / SDHC / SDXC memory cards, has a recording speed of up to
16 frames per second at a resolution of 1280x720 pixels, supports recording to NAS at a speed of up to 512 fps. n
StreamCapture is a handy tool for capturing everything that happens on your computer screen. Streamcapture supports multiwindow mode, which allows you to edit everything that happens at the same time as recording a video file, and makes it easy to
switch between different devices connected to your computer. The Total Video Mode feature allows you to fine-tune recording
profiling without resorting to third party
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